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Twist
The first and still the best.
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Twist 3 Panel Kit excluding Lights & Hardcase

The 3 panel Kit is a flexible display system that has the ability to create and recreate virtually any shape you require  

without having to change hardware or graphics. With a patented tensioning system, graphics can be easily aligned allowing 

Twist banners to link together seamlessly even on uneven or difficult floors. Black, white or standard silver bases available.

Name Description 1 5 10

2m 3 panel Flexi link kit  2 x Original Banners, Finishing bars, flexi link kit, printed graphics, 2m high £539.00 £479.00 £461.00

2.25m 3 panel Flexi link kit  2 x Original Banners, Finishing bars, flexi link kit, printed graphics, 2.25m high £604.00 £543.00 £526.00

2.7m 3 panel Flexi link kit  2 x Original Banners, Finishing bars, flexi link kit, printed graphics, 2.7m high £639.00 £578.00 £560.00

Tensioning System

Range of Bases

Mag Bars
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Twist 3 Panel Kit including Lights & Hardcase

The 3 panel Kit is a flexible display system that has the ability to create and recreate virtually any shape you require 

without having to change hardware or graphics. With a patented tensioning system, graphics can be easily aligned allowing 

Twist banners to link together seamlessly even on uneven or difficult floors. The Twist 3 panel Kit comes complete 

with Lights & Transformers and is transported in a Twist Hardcase. Black, white or standard silver bases available.

Tensioning System

Range of Bases

Mag Bars

Name Description 1 5 10

2m 3 panel Flexi link kit  2 x Original Banners with lights and transformers, Finishing bars,  flexi link kit, printed graphics and hard case, 2m high £662.00 £611.00 £594.00

2.25m 3 panel Flexi link kit  2 x Original Banners with lights and transformers, Finishing bars,  flexi link kit, printed graphics and hard case, 2.25m high £736.00 £675.00 £658.00

2.7m 3 panel Flexi link kit  2 x Original Banners with lights and transformers, Finishing bars,  flexi link kit, printed graphics and hard case, 2.7m high £769.00 £710.00 £692.00

Graphic for hard case £40 each £40 each £40 each
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Twist Range

Twist Original excluding Light & Bags

The Twist Original is the cornerstone of the Twist product range; its versatility means that it can be configured to suit 

a wide range of display needs. With its patented tensioning system any number of Twist Original stands can be easily 

joined together to form a seamless backdrop(Easi-Link Kit required). Black, white or standard silver bases available. 

Name Description 1 5 10

2m Original Twist banner  Original Banner, Finishing bars, printed graphics, supplied in a box and graphic tube 2m high, all widths £219.00 £169.00 £161.00

2m Replacement graphic Replacement graphic, finishing bars, graphic bag, 2m high, all widths £114.00 £81.00 £72.00

2.25m Original Twist banner  Original Banner, Finishing bars, printed graphics, supplied in a box and graphic tube 2.25m high, all widths £243.00 £192.00 £184.00

2.25m Replacement graphic Replacement graphic, finishing bars, graphic bag, 2.25m high, all widths £118.00 £84.00 £76.00

2.7m Original Twist banner  Original Banner, Finishing bars, printed graphics, supplied in a box and graphic tube 2.7m high, all widths £260.00 £209.00 £201.00

2.7m Replacement graphic Replacement graphic, finishing bars, graphic bag, 2.7m high, all widths £126.00 £92.00 £83.00

Uprights

Upright Instructions
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The Twist Original is the cornerstone of the Twist product range; its versatility means that it can be configured to suit 

a wide range of display needs. Each stand comes complete with integrated lights and high quality Hardware & Graphic 

bags for easy transportation. With its patented tensioning system any number of Twist original stands can be easily joined 

together to form a seamless backdrop (Easi-Link Kit required). Black, white or standard silver bases available.

Uprights

Hardware Bag

Graphic Bag

Name Description 1 5 10

2m Original Twist banner  Original Banner, Finishing bars, printed graphics, hardware and graphic bag, lights with transformer, 2m high £253.00 £209.00 £201.00

2m Replacement graphic Replacement graphic, finishing bars, graphic bag, 2m high, all widths £114.00 £81.00 £72.00

2.25m Original Twist banner  Original Banner, Finishing bars, printed graphics, hardware and graphic bag, lights with transformer, 2.25m high £283.00 £232.00 £222.00

2.25m Replacement graphic Replacement graphic, finishing bars, graphic bag, 2.25m high, all widths £118.00 £84.00 £76.00

2.7m Original Twist banner  Original Banner, Finishing bars, printed graphics, hardware and graphic bag, lights with transformer, 2.7m high £300.00 £250.00 £242.00

2.7m Replacement graphic Replacement graphic, finishing bars, graphic bag, 2.7m high, all widths £126.00 £92.00 £83.00

Twist Original including Light & Bags
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Twist Media excluding Light & Bags

The Twist Media has been specifically designed to meet the increased demand for the use of audiovisual equipment 

within a modular exhibition stand. A TFT/LCD screen can be easily integrated using our standard VSEA mount 

meaning that you can use a conventional monitor/TV. Black, white or standard silver bases available. 

Name Description 1 5 10

2m Original Twist banner  Original Banner, Finishing bars, printed graphics, supplied in a box and graphic tube 2m high, all widths £219.00 £169.00 £161.00

2m Replacement graphic Replacement graphic, finishing bars, graphic bag, 2m high, all widths £114.00 £81.00 £72.00

2.25m Original Twist banner  Original Banner, Finishing bars, printed graphics, supplied in a box and graphic tube 2.25m high, all widths £243.00 £192.00 £184.00

2.25m Replacement graphic Replacement graphic, finishing bars, graphic bag, 2.25m high, all widths £118.00 £84.00 £76.00

2.7m Original Twist banner  Original Banner, Finishing bars, printed graphics, supplied in a box and graphic tube 2.7m high, all widths £260.00 £209.00 £201.00

2.7m Replacement graphic Replacement graphic, finishing bars, graphic bag, 2.7m high, all widths £126.00 £92.00 £83.00

Media Bracket

Media Base
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Twist Media including Light & Bags

The Twist Media has been specifically designed to meet the increased demand for the use of audiovisual equipment 

within a modular exhibition stand. A TFT/LCD screen can be easily integrated using our standard VSEA mount 

meaning that you can use a conventional monitor/TV. Black, white or standard silver bases available. 

Code Description 1 5 10

2m Media Twist banner Media Banner, Finishing bars, printed graphics, hardware and graphic bag,lights with transformer, 2m high £289.00 £239.00 £231.00

2m Replacement graphic Replacement graphic, finishing bars, graphic bag, 2m high, all widths £119.00 £86.00 £77.00

2.25m Media Twist banner Media Banner, Finishing bars, printed graphics, hardware and graphic bag,lights with transformer, 2.25m high £318.00 £268.00 £260.00

2.25m Replacement graphic Replacement graphic, finishing bars, graphic bag, 2.25m high, all widths £124.00 £90.00 £81.00

2.7m Media Twist banner Media Banner, Finishing bars, printed graphics, hardware and graphic bag,lights with transformer, 2.7m high £335.00 £285.00 £276.00

2.7m Replacement graphic Replacement graphic, finishing bars, graphic bag, 2.7m high, all widths £131.00 £97.00 £88.00

Media Bracket & Fixing Kit

Media Base

Light & Transformer
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Twist Retail

Name Description 1 5 10

Retail Twist Retail Twist, Finishing bars, printed graphics,  with graphic bag, 2m high x 80mm wide £198.00 £147.00 £139.00

The Twist Retail has been designed with stability, affordability and ease 

of use in mind. Its robust construction using just a single aluminum 

upright and rolled steel base offers the durability needed for demanding 

retail environments. Black, white or standard silver bases available.

PLEASE NOTE: Twist Retail comes as standard without light capabilities 

and is supplied as a base in Box with upright packed in a 2.1m tube.

Twist Travel

Name Description 1 5 10

Travel Twist Travel Twist, Finishing bars, printed graphics, supplied in a box with graphic bag,  
2060mm high x 850mm wide £171.00 £123.00 £115.00

The Twist Travel has been developed to offer a lightweight alternative without 

compromising quality or aesthetics. By using our unique aluminum upright and 

base profiles the Twist Travel hardware and graphic can be packed into just one 

small Bag weighing just 4.6kilos complete. If required, the Twist Travel can be 

linked together using an Easi-Link Kit. Lights are available as an optional extra.

Base and Uprights Hardware & Graphic Carry Case

Single Piece Upright
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Twist Desktop Banner

Twist Counter

The Twist Counter can be used free standing or in conjunction with the 

Twist Original or Media stands. It has been designed to take a graphic wrap 

and take a maximum weight of 40kilos.  Its simplistic user-friendly construction 

complements the Twist display range as it utilizes the same aluminum profile. 

The counter is transported and packed in the Twist Hardcase, which includes 

a graphic tube. Either black, white or standard silver base plates are available. 

Top Colour availableBase Plate Colour available

Name Description 1 15 10

Twist Desktop Banner Twist Desktop Banner, Finishing bars, printed graphics, graphic bag £149.00 £95.00 £87.00

Name Description 1 5 10

Twist Desktop Banner Twist Desktop Banner, Finishing bars, printed graphic, graphic bag £272.00 £230.00 £217.00

A recent addition to the Twist range, the Twist desktop is perfect for any small 

event or presentation. With its stable lightweight construction and easy assembly 

it can be used as a single or double-sided display with an option for lights.

Twist Counter sold seperatly

NEW
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Top Colour available

Twist Hardcase

Twist Hardcase Conversion Kit

Code Description Kg 1-10 11-25 25+

001HARDCASE Twist Hardcase including Tubes 7.9 £63 £58 £52 

Designed and manufactured specifically for the Twist range, the Twist 

Hardcase is the perfect solution for transporting graphics and Twist 

equipment. The internal dimensions and foam inserts ensure a secure fit 

for all hardware preventing damage in transit. Constructed from recyclable 

MDPE; which has excellent shock and drop resistance; the rotational 

molded case comes complete with two cardboard graphic tubes. 

Open Closed

The Case Conversion Kit and appropriate graphic wrap, converts either 

one or two Twist Hardcases into a single or double podium or reception 

point. Available in beech or black finishes the double or single case top 

can be folded and packed into the Hardcase for easy transportation.

Single Double
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Twist Shelf

The Twist Shelf has a maximum load bearing of 2kg, which gives the option 

of displaying product or literature. The shelves are available in either a beech 

or black finish and use neodymium magnets for added safety and stability. 

The Twist Original stand has the ability to take up to three shelves. 

Light & Transformer

Compatible with the Twist Original, Media and Travel 

range, the integrated light fitting has fully adjustable 

head and telescopic arm allowing adjustment of 175mm - 

390mm. The 12V transformer has surge and short-circuit 

protection and is suitable for use in the UK and Europe.  

NEW

Top Colous available
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Hardware Bag

The Twist Hardware Bag is designed specifically to transport a Twist Original or Twist Media 

banner stand complete with light and transformer. It is made from a black lightweight fabric and 

comes complete with a shoulder strap and molded carry handle for comfort. 

Graphic Bag

The Twist Graphic Bag is an easy way to transport any Twist 

graphic panel up to 1000mm wide. It has a black fabric 

outer covering with carry handle and shoulder strap. For 

extra protection the inner tube is made from a high density 

cardboard. Internal Dimensions 190mm Ø

Graphic Drum

Offering additional protection to your graphics the wheeled 

Graphic Drum is robust and easy to transport. Constructed 

using the same process and materials as the Twist Hardcase 

the Graphic Drum comes complete with an internal 

cardboard tube.Internal dimensions 1020 x 295mm Ø 

Code Description Kg Price

001GRAPHICBAG Graphic Bag including Internal Cardboard Tube 2 £15 

Code Description Kg Price

001HARDWAREBAG Hardware Bag including insert 2 £20 

Code Description Kg Price

001GRAPHICDRUM Wheeled Graphic Drum incl. Internal Cardboard Tube 9.6 £60 
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Curve
We’ve Listened to you.
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Curve excluding Lights

The Curve is designed to offer the same flexibility as the Twist 3 Panel Kit but with no compromise on quality. The Curve allows 

you to create and recreate virtually any shape you require without having to change hardware or graphics. Using the same patented 

tensioning system as the Twist, graphics can be easily aligned allowing multiple Kits to be seamlessly joined together even on 

difficult floors. The complete Curve including graphics weighs only 15kg, making the Curve one of the lightest 3-panel exhibition 

Kits available. 

Name Description 1 5 10

Curve 3 panel kit  2 x Tension Banners, Finishing bars, flexi link kit, printed graphics, graphic box inc tubes £424.00 £356.00 £344.00

NEW
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Curve including Lights

The Curve has the option of integrated lighting and is transported in a custom graphic and hardware Box. 

Name Description 1 5 10

Curve 3 panel kit  2 x Tension Banners, lights inc transformers, Finishing bars, flexi link kit, printed graphics, graphic box inc tubes £477.00 £408.00 £396.00

NEW
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Curve Hardcase

Made from medium density polyethylene (MDPE) 

6 7 8 9 101 2 3 4 5

Curve Hardware Box

Recognised clearly by its prominent branding the 

Hardware Box has been solely designed for the 

Curve display range its high-density cardboard 

construction and foam tray inserts ensure a secure 

fit for all hardware preventing damage in transit.

Curve Graphic Tube

High-density cardboard tube including plastic caps.

Dimensions: 900mm x 170mm diameter

Curve Graphic Tube Box

The Curve Graphic Tube Box is an easy way to transport a 

complete set of three graphics for the Curve 3-panel Kit.

COMING SOON
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Twist Banners 
23 Burrel Road,  
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